Cobolt
Speechmaster

Double Induction Hob

Instructions
INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing a Cobolt Speechmaster Talking Induction Hob.  Please take a few moments to read these instructions, particularly those on INSTALLATION and the WARNINGS & SAFETY PRECAUTIONS, before you connect your oven to the power supply.
INSTALLATION
1.  Remove all packing materials and accessories and retain them, in case you need to return the hob to us in the future.
2.  Place the hob in a level location. 
3.  Plug your  hob into a standard 220 - 240 volt 13 amp household outlet. 
 4.  DO NOT SWITCH THE POWER ON YET - please read the  following WARNINGS & SAFETY PRECAUTIONS first!
WARNINGS & SAFETY PRECAUTIONS.
·	Double check that no packing has been left on the hob.
·	Ensure that the pan you have is ferrous metal (contains iron) You can check your existing pans by using the magnet provided in the box.
·	After long periods of cooking the glass top may become hot.
CONTROLS
The control panel is on the top of the hob closest to the user, The control panel has raised keys. These can be used in helping to orientate the hob. There is a keypad for both right and left hobs , however the left side has the ON/OFF key. The keys all run in a straight line.                 
LEFT HOB KEYS   			RIGHT HOB KEYS 
ON/OFF 					DOWN 
DOWN 						UP
UP							POWER
POWER						TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE			TIMER
OPERATING THE HOB
Make sure there is a compatible pan before you start. If at any point the hob announces “NO PAN” this means that either the pan is not central or it has been removed. Once the pan is located correctly or put back on the hob, the hob will announce “PAN”, indicating that the connection has been made and cooking may continue.
Select the ON/OFF button on the far left of the left hob. The hob will then announce “POWER” to indicate it has turned on. The display will also display the word ON. You can then select which hob you want to use and place the pan down using the raised white rings to locate the pan in the middle. When you select any function on either side, the side which is operating will be announced. i.e. If you have selected the power  button on the left hob then “LEFT HOB POWER 6” is announced . This is the same for all functions on the left and right side of the double hob. 
Once you have finished cooking then simply press the ON/OFF button and the hob will display the word hot and start an automatic 2 minute cool down period. The hob will also announce  “HOB TEMPERATURE HIGH” every 20 seconds before switching into standby and displaying four dashes - - - - 

There are two ways to cook using the induction hob:
POWER COOKING
POWER setting range  1-11
 If the power button is selected then it will announce “RIGHT HOB POWER 6” and the hob will display P6 on the screen. Power 6 is the default setting when the power button is pressed . You can then use the UP or DOWN keys to change the power levels. The power level chosen depends on the amount of heat you would like, with 1 being the lowest and 11 the highest. 
TEMPERATURE COOKING 
TEMPERATURE setting range 60 degrees C – 280 degrees C.
The process for using the temperature function is done in the same way as that for power.
Select the TEMP button and the hob will announce “RIGHT HOB 160 DEGREES C” and 160 will be displayed on the screen. 160 degrees C is the default setting when TEMP is selected. You can then use the UP or DOWN keys to change the temperature from 60 degrees C to 280 degrees C.
You can turn each hob off individually by pressing and holding the DOWN key for 3 seconds.
POWER BALANCE WHEN BOTH HOBS ARE IN USE.
The hobs draw their power from a 13amp wall socket; this means the unit can only draw 2800 watts maximum. If you operate the left or right hob on its own, then this can use all the power settings from 1-11  with power  level 11 using 1800 watts. When both hobs are in operation they share the 2800 watts. Each hob can then only go to POWER level 7. If you then increase the POWER level on one hob, the POWER level on the other will automatically reduce as follows.	
HOB1							HOB 2
POWER 7 (1400 watts) 		POWER 7 (1400 watts)
POWER 8 (1500 watts)		POWER 6 (1200 watts)
POWER 9 (1600 watts)		POWER 5 (1000 watts)
POWER 10 (1700 watts)		POWER 4 (800 watts) 
TIMER
Setting the timer can only be done after either POWER or TEMP has been selected. Once either has been selected you can then press TIMER. The hob will announce  “TIMER”. You can then press the UP and DOWN keys to select how long the timer will run. After three seconds the hob will announce that the timer has started. i.e. “START TIMER”.
The times that can be selected are as follows:
1 MINUTE			20 MINUTES
2 MINUTES			40 MINUTES
3 MINUTES			1 HOUR 
4 MINUTES 		1 HOUR AND 20 MINUTES
5 MINUTES			1 HOUR AND 40 MINUTES
10 MINUTES 		2 HOURS
15 MINUTES 
The timer will then count down automatically and announce the following during the count down from the maximum of 2 hours.
1 HOUR 			5 MINUTES		40 SECONDS
50 MINUTES 		4 MINUTES		30 SECONDS

40 MINUTES	3 MINUTES		20 SECONDS	
30 MINUTES	2 MINUTES		10 SECONDS	
20 MINUTES	1 MINUTE		5 SECONDS	 
10 MINUTES	50 SECONDS	FINISHED		
When using the TIMER to cook with either POWER or TEMPERATURE, the display will change between the amount of time remaining and the power or temperature that has been set. When cooking with a timer set, you can change the power/temperature level up and down. You can only change the level on the program that was selected prior to setting the timer. i.e. If POWER 6 is selected and you start a 10 MINUTE TIMER, then you can only change the POWER setting up and down. 
Should you press the TIMER key at any point when the timer is counting down, this will turn the TIMER function off.
PROGRAM FINISHED
Once the TIMER has finished, you have ten seconds to select a new program before the automatic cool down period will start. If  you want to continue cooking once the automatic cool down has started then the ON/OFF button must be used to turn the hob back on.
CLEANING AND CARE
Ensure that the hob  is turned off and has cooled down before cleaning.
Cleaning should be carried out with a damp soapy cloth and surfaces dried afterwards.  Do not use abrasive cleaners on the hob and never pour water over the top.  
NOTE: This appliance should not be used for commercial catering purposes.
ERROR/FAULT CODES

ERROR CODES 		REASON FOR FAULT 
U                                               NO PAN ON THE HOB.OR THE PAN IS 					NOT SUITABLE
F9					GLASS SURFACE SENSOR FAULTY.
F3					CONTROL BOARD SENSOR FAULTY.
E1					ABNORMAL MAINS VOLTAGE HIGH.
E2					ABNORMAL MAINS VOLTAGE LOW.
E3					GLASS SURFACE SENSOR 							OVERHEATED.
E5					CONTROL BOARD SENSOR 							OVERHEATED.
E7					GLASS SURFACE SENSOR FAILED.

SPECIFICATIONS
Power Input 230v AC, 50 Hz
Hob output  2800 Watts (IEC 60705 Rating standard)   
Complies with:
EMC Directive 2014/30/EU
LVD Directive  2014/35/EU
ERP Directive  2009/125/EC
    
Outside Dimensions 600mm(W) x 65mm(H) x 360mm(D)
Because we continuously strive to improve our products we may change specifications without prior notice.
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